
Reducing testing costs while raising the 
quality of your app



Challenges in Mobile App Test Automation

#1 Mobile Platforms and Technology Coverage
The primary factor that determines mobile test automation strategy success, is the ability of the 

chosen tool to work across various platforms and technology stacks. The following challenges 

influence automation success:

Device Diversity:
         Multiple platforms and browsers.

         Rendering differences.

         Mobile devices with different application runtimes.

Network:
         Multiple network types (GSM/GPRS/Wi-Fi, etc.).

         Different speeds of connectivity across geographic regions

         Multiple network operators with customized network features

 

Hardware:
         Limitations in processing speed

         Limitations of mobile memory size

         Differences in device communication protocols

#2 Test Execution Challenge

It is a challenging task to execute tests across different devices, OS’ and browsers. Test automa-

tion procedures require designing a test execution matrix that can be both time-consuming 

and difficult. For example, consider a test case for the mobile application running on iOS, 

Android and Windows devices. In this case, the test has to be executed on 13* devices and in 

10* different combinations, which leads to 130* rounds of testing.  (see Figure 1)

TIPS TO GET STARTED WITH AUTOMATED 
MOBILE TESTING

Successful mobile test automation required careful planning. 

First, create a Mobile App Automation plan: identify the initial set of tests appropriate for 

automation; choose what types of tests you need to ensure high quality of the mobile app. 

Second, decide what actions your automated tests will perform.  Complex automated tests 

are difficult to debug and edit, so divide your tests into smaller logical parts. When enhanc-

ing mobile app functionality, it will be easier to update automated testing environment with 

the new tests that address the changes.

For the mobile app automation to be successful, follow the following 
simple rules:

1. Decide what Test Cases to Automate 

2. Test Early and Test Often 

3. Select the Right Automated Testing Tool 

4. Divide your Automated Testing Efforts 

5. Create Good, Quality Test Data 

6. Create Automated Tests that are Resistant to Changes in the UI

Mobile Testing Automation Tools

There’re a lot of mobile test automation tools on the market. It is essential to choose the tool that 

best meets company’s overall requirements and takes the nature of the mobile application 

(native, HTML 5, hybrid) into account.

When selecting a test automation tool consider the following:

Mobile application users are savvy and have high expectations for the quality for the applica-

tions they install on their devices. Users expect mobile apps to be responsive, stable and 

secure. They want simple yet comprehensive user interfaces with a bug-free functionality. 

You need to meet those demands across multiple operating systems including iOS, Android, 

Windows, and multiple devices.

In today’s world, it’s a challenge for any company to achieve and maintain the quality of 

mobile applications. Many companies neglect mobile testing, because it imposes additional 

time and cost constraints. The lack of mobile testing strategy results in a lower application 

quality and high abandonment rates and, eventually, in overall increased quality-associated 

costs

Mobile application test automation can significantly improve development process and, will 

quickly pay off. Automated tests can run frequently and are well suited when testing in an 

agile environment that requires the ability to quickly adjust to changing mobile development 

goals and processes. New test cases are generated continuously and can be added to existing 

automation processes without interfering with the development process.

It is important to understand that 100% mobile test automation is hardly realistic. When 

making a decision which tests should be automated, their value and the required effort need 

to be compared. High-value/Low-effort tests should be automated first.

In general, the most appropriate tests for automation are:

         Repetitive tests that run for multiple builds

         Tests that tend to cause human error

         Tests that require multiple data sets

         Frequently used functionality and compatibility tests

         Tests that require significant effort and time when manual testing.

         Normalized testing – especially those for performance, responsiveness and throughput
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Mobile application users are savvy and have high expectations for the quality for the applica-

tions they install on their devices. Users expect mobile apps to be responsive, stable and 

secure. They want simple yet comprehensive user interfaces with a bug-free functionality. 

You need to meet those demands across multiple operating systems including iOS, Android, 

Windows, and multiple devices.

In today’s world, it’s a challenge for any company to achieve and maintain the quality of 

mobile applications. Many companies neglect mobile testing, because it imposes additional 

time and cost constraints. The lack of mobile testing strategy results in a lower application 

quality and high abandonment rates and, eventually, in overall increased quality-associated 

costs

Mobile application test automation can significantly improve development process and, will 

quickly pay off. Automated tests can run frequently and are well suited when testing in an 

agile environment that requires the ability to quickly adjust to changing mobile development 

goals and processes. New test cases are generated continuously and can be added to existing 

automation processes without interfering with the development process.

It is important to understand that 100% mobile test automation is hardly realistic. When 

making a decision which tests should be automated, their value and the required effort need 

to be compared. High-value/Low-effort tests should be automated first.

In general, the most appropriate tests for automation are:

         Repetitive tests that run for multiple builds

         Tests that tend to cause human error

         Tests that require multiple data sets

         Frequently used functionality and compatibility tests

         Tests that require significant effort and time when manual testing.

         Normalized testing – especially those for performance, responsiveness and throughput

Popular Mobile Test Automation tools
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Conclusion

Mobile app Testing automation is an effective way of expediting the quality assurance process 

and reducing costs.  Although, some of the tests, including GUI testing can only be performed 

manually, the majority of compatibility and functionality tests can effectively be automated. 

Factors, such as support for applicable mobile platforms, script reusability and total cost of 

ownership should be taken into account when selecting the right mobile test automation tool.
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         Different speeds of connectivity across geographic regions

         Multiple network operators with customized network features

 

Hardware:
         Limitations in processing speed

         Limitations of mobile memory size

         Differences in device communication protocols

#2 Test Execution Challenge

It is a challenging task to execute tests across different devices, OS’ and browsers. Test automa-

tion procedures require designing a test execution matrix that can be both time-consuming 

and difficult. For example, consider a test case for the mobile application running on iOS, 

Android and Windows devices. In this case, the test has to be executed on 13* devices and in 

10* different combinations, which leads to 130* rounds of testing.  (see Figure 1)

TIPS TO GET STARTED WITH AUTOMATED 
MOBILE TESTING

Successful mobile test automation required careful planning. 

First, create a Mobile App Automation plan: identify the initial set of tests appropriate for 

automation; choose what types of tests you need to ensure high quality of the mobile app. 

Second, decide what actions your automated tests will perform.  Complex automated tests 

are difficult to debug and edit, so divide your tests into smaller logical parts. When enhanc-

ing mobile app functionality, it will be easier to update automated testing environment with 

the new tests that address the changes.

For the mobile app automation to be successful, follow the following 
simple rules:

1. Decide what Test Cases to Automate 

2. Test Early and Test Often 

3. Select the Right Automated Testing Tool 

4. Divide your Automated Testing Efforts 

5. Create Good, Quality Test Data 

6. Create Automated Tests that are Resistant to Changes in the UI

Mobile Testing Automation Tools

There’re a lot of mobile test automation tools on the market. It is essential to choose the tool that 

best meets company’s overall requirements and takes the nature of the mobile application 

(native, HTML 5, hybrid) into account.

When selecting a test automation tool consider the following:

Mobile application users are savvy and have high expectations for the quality for the applica-

tions they install on their devices. Users expect mobile apps to be responsive, stable and 

secure. They want simple yet comprehensive user interfaces with a bug-free functionality. 

You need to meet those demands across multiple operating systems including iOS, Android, 

Windows, and multiple devices.

In today’s world, it’s a challenge for any company to achieve and maintain the quality of 

mobile applications. Many companies neglect mobile testing, because it imposes additional 

time and cost constraints. The lack of mobile testing strategy results in a lower application 

quality and high abandonment rates and, eventually, in overall increased quality-associated 

costs

Mobile application test automation can significantly improve development process and, will 

quickly pay off. Automated tests can run frequently and are well suited when testing in an 

agile environment that requires the ability to quickly adjust to changing mobile development 

goals and processes. New test cases are generated continuously and can be added to existing 

automation processes without interfering with the development process.

It is important to understand that 100% mobile test automation is hardly realistic. When 

making a decision which tests should be automated, their value and the required effort need 

to be compared. High-value/Low-effort tests should be automated first.

In general, the most appropriate tests for automation are:

         Repetitive tests that run for multiple builds

         Tests that tend to cause human error

         Tests that require multiple data sets

         Frequently used functionality and compatibility tests

         Tests that require significant effort and time when manual testing.

         Normalized testing – especially those for performance, responsiveness and throughput

 Regression

 Installation and Configuration

 Security

 API testing

 Smoke tests

 Memory leakage, interrupt, carrier and protocol validation testing

 Functionality testing

 Geo-Fence testing

 And more…
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